A recent analysis of brain size evolution reconstructed the plesiomorphic brain–body size allometry for the mammalian order Carnivora, providing an important reference frame for comparative analyses of encephalization (brain volume scaled to body mass). I performed phylogenetically corrected regressions to remove the effects of body mass, calculating correlations between residual values of encephalization with basal metabolic rate (BMR) and six life-history variables (gestation time, neonatal mass, weaning time, weaning mass, litter size, litters per year). No significant correlations were recovered between encephalization and any life-history variable or BMR, arguing against hypotheses relating encephalization to maternal energetic investment. However, after correcting for clade-specific adaptations, I recovered significant correlations for several variables, and further analysis revealed a conserved carnivoran reproductive strategy, linking degree of encephalization to the well-documented mammalian life-history trade-off between neonatal mass and litter size. This strategy of fewer, larger offspring correlating with increased encephalization remains intact even after independent changes in encephalization allometries in the evolutionary history of this clade.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The maternal energy hypothesis (MEH) (Martin 1981, 1996) proposes maternal energetic investment in the developing embryo constrains adult brain size. Brains are metabolically expensive (Mink et al. 1981) and maternal basal metabolic rate (BMR) could limit potential energetic investment in expensive embryonic tissues. This should manifest itself in a brain–body size allometry that scales at 0.75 for mammals (Martin 1981), and evolutionary change in encephalization would then require corresponding change in BMR (Martin 1981; Armstrong 1983; Hofman 1983). Therefore, relatively larger brains should be associated with relatively higher BMR.

A BMR-encephalization link has been disputed (e.g. McNab & Eisenberg 1989), although some evidence suggests a relationship between the two variables. Across placental mammals, Isler & Van Schaik (2006) recovered a significant correlation between brain volume and BMR residuals, after regressing each against body mass. At less inclusive clades, however, empirical encephalization allometries often scale significantly lower than 0.75 (e.g. Ashwell 2008; Finarelli 2008b; Finarelli & Flynn 2009). However, BMR is only one potential proxy for maternal energetic investment (Martin 1981); increased encephalization through increased total maternal energy investment in the embryo could also be achieved by lengthening the gestational period (Martin 1996). Pagel & Harvey (1988a) found a relationship between gestation time and neonatal brain volume across placental mammals. Therefore, change in the parameters of reproduction may represent a better measure of maternal investment, and encephalization may be more closely linked with life-history variables (Pagel & Harvey 1988a; Gittleman 1994).

Terrestrial carnivorans provide a model group to test the hypothesized link between maternal energetics and encephalization. Life history, BMR and encephalization are well studied for this group, and the recent reconstruction of the plesiomorphic brain–body size allometry for Carnivora (Finarelli & Flynn 2009) provides a useful baseline for comparison of degree of encephalization. Because this allometry gives the expected plesiomorphic scaling, it relates change in encephalization owing to among-clade change in allometry as well as within-clade variation relative to those allometries. Here, I investigate correlations of encephalization in terrestrial clades in the order Carnivora with BMR and six life-history variables.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
I compiled data for six reproductive life-history variables: gestation time, neonatal mass, time-to-weaning, weaning mass, litter size and litters per year (table S1 in the electronic supplementary material). Because it is necessary to control for correlations induced by general body size allometry (Isler & Van Schaik 2006; Bielby et al. 2007; Sibly & Brown 2007), I calculated encephalization residuals for carnivoran brain volumes relative to the basal Carnivora encephalization allometry (Finarelli & Flynn 2009) (equation S1 in the electronic supplementary material). For BMR and each life-history variable, I calculated phylogenetically corrected regressions (Garland et al. 1992; Garland & Ives 2000) on ln-transformed data using the phenotypic diversity analysis programs module (Midford et al. 2003) for Mesquite ( Maddison & Maddison 2007), using a composite carnivorans phylogeny (figure S1 in the electronic supplementary material) (Finarelli & Flynn 2009b; Finarelli & Goswami 2009). I then calculated correlation coefficients between the residuals for encephalization and residuals for BMR (table S2 in the electronic supplementary material). To test for among-clade differences in correlations by mean-centring the residuals (subtracting mean values from each taxon) by subclade (figure S3 in the electronic supplementary material). After mean-centering residuals, I tested for the presence of significant within-clade correlations that have subsequently been obscured by among-clade adaptation. See the electronic supplementary material, appendix.

3. RESULTS
Body mass and brain volume have previously been shown to be highly correlated with life-history variables for Carnivora (e.g. Gittleman 1986) and BMR (e.g. Martin 1981, 1996; Isler & Van Schaik 2006). Here, most variables correlate significantly with both brain
volume and body mass after controlling for phylogeny (Bonferroni correction for seven comparisons), although gestation time is not significantly correlated with either variable, and litter size is only significantly correlated with brain volume (table S3 in the electronic supplementary material). However, brain volume and body mass are themselves highly correlated \( (r = 0.822, p < 0.001) \); after controlling for body size, no significant correlations exist between encephalization residuals and life history or BMR residuals (table 1 and figures S4–S10 in the electronic supplementary material). The significant correlations with brain volume reflect mutual correlations with body mass (Pagel & Harvey 1988a).

Testing for differences in correlations with encephalization, mean-centred residuals reconstruct a single correlation across Carnivora for BMR and most life-history variables. That is, within-clade correlations with encephalization are homogeneous across carnivoran clades (table S4 in the electronic supplementary material). Correlations for two variables, gestation time and litters per year differ significantly among clades. Three correlations are reconstructed for gestation time: (i) Musteloidea (skunks, raccoons, weasels, etc.); (ii) Herpestoidea–Viverridae (hyaenas, ‘mongooses,’ civets); and (iii) the remainder of Carnivora (Ursidae (bears), Canidae (wolves, jackals, foxes), Felidae (cats), Nandinia (African palm civet)). The herpestoid–viverrid correlation is not significantly different from zero, whereas musteloids exhibit a strong positive correlation, and Nandinia–Canidae–Felidae–Ursidae a strong negative correlation (table 2). Two correlations are reconstructed for litters per year: (i) Arctoidea (Ursidae + Musteloidea) and (ii) the remaining taxa (Canidae + Feliformia). The Canidae + Feliformia correlation is significantly negative, although the arctoid correlation is insignificant (table 2).

Among the variables reconstructed with a single correlation across Carnivora in the mean-centred residuals, several are significantly different from zero: neonatal mass \((+\)\), weaning mass \((+\)\) and litter size \((-\)\) (table 2). None of these was significant when residuals were analysed prior to mean-centring, indicating that wholesale shifting of clades within the plane is responsible for obscuring these correlations in the raw residual data (figures S2c,d and S3 in the electronic supplementary material).

### Table 1. Correlation of variable residuals with encephalization residuals. \((\log L \text{ values less than } -2 \text{ indicate that the observed value of } r \text{ is significantly different from zero: none of the observed correlations is significant.})\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>(r)</th>
<th>(\log L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gestation time</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>-0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newborn mass</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>-1.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weaning time</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>-0.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weaning mass</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>-1.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>litter size</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>-0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>litters per year</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
<td>-0.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMR</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>-0.514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4. DISCUSSION

Although BMR appears to be highly, positively correlated with encephalization across placental mammals (Martin 1981; Isler & Van Schaik 2006), here BMR is not correlated with encephalization within Carnivora. Isler & Van Schaik (2006) also failed to find a significant correlation within Carnivora. This is not surprising, as Carnivora is exceptionally varied ecologically, and BMR has been shown to scale differently across many ecological variables (e.g. diet, habitat, substrate) (McNab 2008). The lack of consistent correlations within constituent mammalian subclades, e.g. Carnivora, argues against a direct link between relative BMR and encephalization. Rather, the apparent relationship appears to connect disparate clades, within which no consistent relationship exists.

That encephalization does not correlate with BMR or reproductive life history would appear to argue against the MEH. However, Martin (1996) noted that increasing total energy investment via prolonging the gestational period may represent a different means to increased encephalization. Yet, no systematic patterns relating encephalization to life history across Carnivora exist. Increased encephalization above the basal allometry (herpestoids and viverrids among living taxa: Finarelli & Flynn 2009) are not accompanied by predictable shifts in life history. For example, both canids and musteloids have significantly higher encephalization residuals than herpestoids/viverrids (Mann–Whitney tests: \(p < 0.001\) and \(p = 0.002\), respectively), yet significantly shorter gestation times than expected for a herpestoid/viverrid of similar mass (\(p = 0.005\) and \(p = 0.003\), respectively). It is therefore unlikely that the MEH sufficiently explains observed changes in carnivoran encephalization allometries, and the causal mechanism behind these changes in allometry remains elusive.

In general, there is little structure between encephalization and the timing of maternal offspring investment across Carnivora. Three significantly different correlations were reconstructed for gestation time. Two of these are significant, but in opposite senses: positive for Musteloidea, negative for Nandinia–Canidae–Felidae–Ursidae. Similarly, with the two correlations for litters per year, the correlation for Canidae + Feliformia was significantly negative, but the arctoid correlation was not significant. Weaning time was not significantly correlated with encephalization in any manner. Thus, altering the tempo of life history does not appear to be reflected in changes in adult encephalization.

However, these results are not necessarily fatal to a concept of maternal investment informing adult encephalization. Several significant correlations exist in the mean-centred residuals (table 2), demonstrating a relationship between reproductive strategy and encephalization, despite the fact that these have subsequently been obscured by among-clade adaptations. Mean-centred residuals for neonatal mass, weaning mass and litter size are significantly correlated with encephalization. The weaning mass correlation appears to reflect the fact that relatively large neonates also tend to be relatively large at weaning: the partial correlation of encephalization with neonatal mass,
holding weaning mass constant, is significant (partial $r = 0.349$, $p = 0.011$), whereas the partial correlation for weaning mass, controlling for neonatal mass, is not (partial $r = -0.014$, $p = 0.923$).

From this, two important correlations emerge: encephalization is correlated positively with neonatal mass and negatively with litter size (figure 1 and table 2). These correlations point to a conserved carnivoran reproductive strategy of fewer, larger offspring with increased encephalization, after accounting for among-clade adaptation.

Hierarchical (taxon-level) effects are evident in the relationship between encephalization and both neonatal mass and litter size (Pagel & Harvey 1988b; Jablonski 2007; Finarelli 2008a). Neither neonatal mass nor litter size residuals correlate significantly with encephalization residuals prior to mean-centring. Individual carnivoran clades arrive at different specific relationships between these variables, and these among-clade adaptations shift clades within the residual space, obscuring relationships when analysed across Carnivora. However, conserved within-clade relationships are evident, revealed in the mean-centred residuals. Both musteloids and canids have higher encephalization residuals than herpestoids/viverrids, but both clades are characterized by higher litter size residuals ($p = 0.001$ and $p < 0.001$, respectively). This among-clade offset makes it appear as if no correlation exists across Carnivora, despite a consistent, negative within-clade correlation (figure S2 in the electronic supplementary material). Similarly, musteloids have significantly lower neonatal mass residuals ($p = 0.001$), obscuring the positive correlation within-clade correlation with encephalization and neonatal mass.
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